ABSTRACT

Aim: The aim of this in vitro study was to evaluate the surface roughness of enamel after the application of different bleaching agents and to determine the effect of fluoride and bonding agent application on the roughness of bleached enamel.

Materials and methods: Forty-two dental slice polished enamel surfaces were randomly assigned to six groups. The surfaces of the slices were treated with 30% carbamide peroxide (CP) (groups I to III), or 38% hydrogen peroxide (HP) (groups IV to VI). Groups I and IV were only bleached. Topical fluoride was applied to the bleached surface of groups II and V. Groups III and VI were covered with a bonding agent. The surface roughness was analyzed with a profilometer. Data were subjected to analysis of one-way analysis of variance, Kruskal–Wallis, and Mann–Whitney U tests (p > 0.05).

Results: There were no statistically significant differences between the surface roughness of the untreated control specimens and the specimens treated with the bleaching materials, fluoride gel, and dental bonding agent (p > 0.05).

Conclusion: Bleaching treatment with 38% HP and 30% CP does not alter enamel surface roughness.

Clinical significance: The application of topical neutral sodium fluoride agents and dental bonding agents does not have any influence on enamel surface roughness.
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INTRODUCTION

Smile is one of the most important factors in face-to-face social communication between people. Patients’ demands for esthetic treatments have increased in recent years. Tooth bleaching has proven to be a conservative esthetic solution for tooth discoloration.1,2 Hydrogen peroxide is used as an active oxidizing agent during tooth bleaching. It can be used directly or indirectly and is produced by a chemical reaction from CP.3-5 Hydrogen peroxide can diffuse through the organic matrix of the tooth structure because of its low molecular weight.6

In spite of the good clinical results shown when a high concentration (20–35%) of HP is used in more than one in-office bleaching session, clinical studies have observed that there was a high prevalence of tooth sensitivity related to this treatment modality (up to 87%).7-10 This adverse effect is usually considered temporary and mild. However, occasionally, it can produce considerable discomfort to the patient.11

Dentists have used several approaches to reduce tooth sensitivity. Reduction in wearing time and frequency of application, temporary interruption of whitening, and the use of an active ingredient, such as potassium nitrate, are commonly used methods by clinicians.12 Dentists have also used fluoride as an active agent to reduce sensitivity;13,14 however, they usually only apply fluoride after the patient experiences tooth sensitivity.14,15

The use of fluoride during or after bleaching has been shown to be beneficial.16-19 By forming a calcium fluoride layer on the enamel, which inhibits demineralization or a decrease in microhardness values, it has been proposed that the presence of fluoride may act as a remineralizing agent. In addition, studies have shown that the application of fluoride on softened enamel results in remineralization.16 It is not yet known whether a small amount of fluoride, 0.11%, is enough to harden dentin enamel or whether the application of a higher concentration of fluoride, such as 1.23 or 2.23% (fluoride varnish), is required after a bleaching procedure.20

Although tooth bleaching presumably does not create macroscopically visible defects, microscopic alterations could themselves cause undesirable effects. Rough surfaces may predispose the teeth to extrinsic staining, bacteria adhesion, plaque maturation, and periodontal disease.21

Topical applications of fluoride and casein phosphopeptide-amorphous calcium phosphate, antibacterial agents incorporated in the adhesive resin could be
used for reducing or reversing demineralization of the tooth.\textsuperscript{22}

Enamel sealants were described by Reynolds,\textsuperscript{23} who included unfilled resins, coupling agents, and silanes in this category. Resin sealants can be useful for enamel protection.\textsuperscript{24}

Tooth surface coverage appears to be an immediate, simple, and effective way to protect at-risk enamel. Historically, pit and fissure sealants in newly erupted teeth have been well known to decrease the prevalence of caries.\textsuperscript{25,26} Areas with frequently extensive plaque accumulation adjacent to bonded orthodontic brackets have also been suggested to benefit from extending proper coating materials.\textsuperscript{27,28} Using coating material for hypersensitivity, when there is no loss of dental structure, dentinal adhesives, in the form of bonding agents and varnishes, can be indicated. They produce an immediate effect, but they are easily removed.\textsuperscript{29}

Thus, the aim of the current laboratory study was to evaluate the effect of resin coating materials or topical fluoride application on the surface roughness of bleached enamel treated with different concentration of HP. The null hypotheses proposed were that covering enamel by resin material or the application of topical fluoride does not influence the roughness of the enamel and that there were no differences among topical fluoride or surface sealant agents investigated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Freshly extracted, noncarious human maxillary incisors were used in this study. Teeth with visible cracks or hypoplastic defects were excluded. The teeth were cleaned and stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C in the incubator (Memmert P 30; Memmert, Schwabach, Germany) until they were used. Whole unstimulated saliva was collected and pooled from one healthy male volunteer aged 22. The saliva was collected between 9.00 and 10.00 am and the volunteer had not eaten that morning, and had not taken any drugs or medications known to affect saliva production, composition, or flow within the 3 months leading up to the study. Additionally, the volunteer was not taking any antibiotics or antifungal agents. Saliva was centrifuged at 14,000g for 15 minutes and then the serum part of the saliva was used immediately. The teeth were sectioned with double-face diamond discs (Discoflex, KG Sorensen, Brazil) to separate the crown and root. Forty-two (5 × 5 × 2.5 mm) enamel samples were prepared from the buccal surfaces of the teeth using a diamond bur (Ø = 5 mm). They were embedded in silicon blocks and finished with sand paper (1200, 2400, and 4000, Sic-paper, Struers, Denmark) and polishing paste 0.1 μm (AP-D Suspension, Struers, Denmark). The samples were randomly divided into six groups (n = 7).

The surfaces of the slices were treated with 30% CP (White and Brite, 3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN) (groups I to III) or 38% HP (Opalescence Boost, Ultradent, South Lake, UT) (groups IV to VI) for 20 minutes. This was repeated twice according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The bleaching gel was applied to the complete surface of specimens in a 1 mm thick layer. Subsequently, the bleaching products were meticulously removed from the surfaces with a foam pellet (Pele Tim, Voco, Cuxhaven, Germany) and were washed with water for 10 seconds and dried with compressed air for 5 seconds. Excessive water was carefully removed with a cellulose cloth (Hake-Kimberley, Mainz, Germany).

The bleaching gel material was sectioned with a section device and samples before the application of fresh material. All of the samples were stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C over the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. The bleaching gel material was sectioned with section device and samples before the application of fresh material. All of the samples were stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C over the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1). The surface roughness (Ra) of the specimens was analyzed with a profilometer (Surtronic 25, Taylor Hobson, UK) before any application which was stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C until the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1). The surface roughness (Ra) of the specimens was analyzed with a profilometer (Surtronic 25, Taylor Hobson, UK) before any application which was stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C until the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with fresh preparation. All of the samples were stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C over the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1). The surface roughness (Ra) of the specimens was analyzed with a profilometer (Surtronic 25, Taylor Hobson, UK) before any application which was stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C until the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1). The surface roughness (Ra) of the specimens was analyzed with a profilometer (Surtronic 25, Taylor Hobson, UK) before any application which was stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C until the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with fresh preparation. All of the samples were stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C over the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1). The surface roughness (Ra) of the specimens was analyzed with a profilometer (Surtronic 25, Taylor Hobson, UK) before any application which was stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C until the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with fresh preparation. All of the samples were stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C over the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1). The surface roughness (Ra) of the specimens was analyzed with a profilometer (Surtronic 25, Taylor Hobson, UK) before any application which was stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C until the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with fresh preparation. All of the samples were stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C over the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1). The surface roughness (Ra) of the specimens was analyzed with a profilometer (Surtronic 25, Taylor Hobson, UK) before any application which was stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C until the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with fresh preparation. All of the samples were stored in sterilized saliva at 37°C over the course of the experiment. Groups I and IV were only treated with bleaching materials. Neutral fluoride (Denti-Care Denti-Pro Gel 2% Neutral Sodium Fluoride, Medicom, Canada) was applied for 4 minutes to the bleached surface in groups II and V. The bleached surfaces were covered with a bonding agent in groups III and VI (Kuraray Protect Bond, Kuraray Dental, Kurashiki, Japan) (Table 1).
the surface roughness of the untreated control specimens and the specimens treated with the bleaching materials, fluoride gel, and a dental bonding agent (p > 0.05).

Significant differences were not found between any of the procedures in any of the groups (p > 0.05). None of the groups showed a statistical difference in Ra after treatment with bonding and fluoride agents. With regard to the groups, there were no statistically significant differences between the Ra values. Columns A and B in Graph 1 indicate surface roughness before and after treatment respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

The findings of the present experiment confirm the null hypothesis which was that the enamel surface roughness is not affected by 30% CP, 38% HP application, regardless of treatment with neutral topical fluoride or surface sealant. The surface roughness of the enamel did not increase after bleaching with 30% CP or 38% HP, and significant differences were not found in any of the roughness parameters when the initial and after-bleaching values were compared.

Ra is the most frequently reported parameter for measuring surface roughness in dental studies. Additional roughness parameters allow for further assessment of surface quality.16

Surface roughness parameters were negatively correlated with the parameters of surface microhardness,30,31 The results from the surface profilometer also demonstrated that Ra values were not significantly higher compared to the control after application of 38% HP or 30% CP.

**In vitro models can be used to gain important information on the safety of products in terms of their effects on**
hard tissues and to provide a mechanistic understanding of the bleaching process. This laboratory study was undertaken to evaluate the impact of 30% CP and 38% HP bleaching gels, a bonding agent, and neutral fluoride on surface roughness. Thus, CP and HP are the most common agents used for tooth whitening. When HP comes in contact with the outer enamel surface, it breaks down into water and oxygen, which diffuse through the organic content of the enamel. A CP agent was introduced as an alternative to a traditional HP one, as its use has become widespread. This agent is very unstable and it immediately breaks down into its constituent parts on contact with tissue and saliva, dissociating primarily into HP and urea and further into oxygen, water, and carbon dioxide. This causes oxidation of organic pigments that are mainly located within dentin; this results in a reduction or elimination of the discoloration. The approximate equivalent of 3.3% HP is 10% CP. In accordance with Habelitz et al., a cyclic model including periods of bleaching and remineralization with sterilized saliva were used in this study to simulate physiological conditions during bleaching procedures. It was assumed that a bleaching period of 8 hours reflects the clinical situation. The amount of CP that was chosen was sufficient to completely cover the surface of the enamel and dentin.

Fluoride remineralizes dental erosion lesions by increasing resistance to acid attacks through the formation of a calcium fluoride layer, which inhibits demineralization. The effect of postbleaching fluoridation has been confirmed in previous investigations. Attin et al evaluated the remineralizing capacity of various fluoride treatments after bleaching treatment. Both fluoride varnish and solution prevented loss of hardness after bleaching. According to de Oliveira et al., using a desensitizing fluoride dentifrice along with a bleaching treatment maintained the enamel roughness at baseline values. In contrast to these studies, the present study evaluated the effect of fluoride on bleached enamel through approaches that included postbleaching fluoridation and fluoridated bleaching agents. Despite the widespread clinical use of fluoridated bleaching agents, their efficacy had not been thoroughly evaluated.

Previous studies that investigated the demineralization effects of in-office bleaching agents on tooth structures have provided controversial results. Although Suliman et al reported no significant changes in hardness values for enamel and dentin after bleaching with 35% HP, Attin et al. and Lewinstein et al. reported a significant reduction in the Knoop hardness of enamel after application of 35% CP.

Buren et al utilized the depth of enamel demineralization and the surface appearance to evaluate the effectiveness of filled resin sealant in inhibiting enamel demineralization. A fluoride varnish and an unfilled resin sealant that have demonstrated success in white spot prevention were used for comparison. Enamel surfaces were also examined visually for signs of decalcification. The filled resin sealant shows promise as an effective method of preventing enamel demineralization without relying on patient compliance. The findings of this study demonstrate that the dentin adhesives did not alter the surface with respect to surface roughness. However, bonding agents could play an important role in establishing a protective sealing strategy and a desensitizing effect after the bleaching procedure.

CONCLUSION

The results of surface roughness evaluations indicate that enamel is not altered in a bleaching agent-dependent fashion. In this in vitro study, the influences of vital bleaching on the enamel surface were observed using extracted human teeth. The results showed that vital bleaching treatment, the covering of teeth with a bonding agent, and the application of neutral fluoride do not induce changes in the roughness of the enamel surface.
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